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Childhood obesity has reached epidemic levels in developed countries. In the
past 30 years, overweight in children has doubled and it is now estimated that one in five
children in the US is overweight (1). Identifying connections between caregiver-child
interactions and key behaviors associated with resilience to overweight is viewed as an
approach which can lead to interventions which may result in a reduction in overweight
and obese children. While children learn eating behaviors from adults and peers (9), there
are relatively few studies examining the role of the family in shaping and supporting
behaviors leading to weight gain, loss, or maintenance (10). The purpose of this study
was to determine if certain feeding and physical activity caregiver/child behaviors can be
directly related to the incidence of overweight or obesity in low income children 4-10
years of age. Participants were 30 primary caregivers of children participating in the
Nutrition Education Program (NEP) or Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for
Women, Infants and Children (WIC). Interviews were conducted with caregivers using a
card-sort method containing cards with behavior suggestions about feeding children.
Information from interviews was recorded and reviewed for validity by multiple
researchers. Of all caregivers in the study 28% ZHUHFRQVLGHUHG³RYHUZHLJKW´% were
³REHVH´DQGZHUH³PRUELGO\REHVH´ The mean BMI of children was 19.7 and 45%

had BMIs putting them ³DWULVNIRURYHUZHLJKW´ or ³RYHUZHLJKW´. The most commonly
followed behaviors included eat together as a family; eat more fruits, vegetables, and
whole grain foods, and decrease intake of sweetened beverages. Caregivers who reported
³DOZD\V´IROORZLQJ ten or more behaviors had a lower average BMI (26.8) then the
average BMI of those who followed nine or fewer behaviors (30.9). $OWKRXJKFDUHJLYHU¶V
indicated they typically followed most behaviors ZKHQDVNHG³\HV´RU³QR´FDQGLG
statements indicated otherwise. There appears to be confusion and misunderstanding
concerning key EHKDYLRUVDQGLWLVQHFHVVDU\WRHGXFDWHFDUHJLYHU¶VRQWKHLUPHDQLQJVR
they can be followed and implemented successfully.
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INTRODUCTION
Obesity is one of the largest health problems facing Americans, and childhood
obesity has reached epidemic levels in developed countries. In the past 30 years,
overweight in children has doubled and it is now estimated that one in five children in the
US is overweight (1). Obesity occurs when caloric intake exceeds energy expenditure.
Genetic predisposition does play a role in obesity along with environmental factors,
lifestyle choices, and culture. Although obesity-associated morbidities occur more
frequently in adults, significant consequences of obesity as well as the preceding onset of
adult disease occur in obese children and adolescents (2). Some theorize that the best
place to target the obesity epidemic is childhood due to the young age at which food
preferences and lifestyles are shaped, the lifelong complications that childhood obesity
can create, and the potential for childhood interventions to be more cost-effective (3).
Families currently find themselves living in an obesigenic environment. They are faced
with exposure to television advertising, large portions, frequent eating away from home,
limited physical activity, and the promotion of soft drinks and other empty and low
nutrient dense snacks and foods. Yet none of these behaviors alone can contribute to the
overriding cause of obesity. So what makes some families resilient to obesity and others
not when living in the same environment? Speakman suggests that when placed in the
same environment some people develop obesity because their genetic composition makes
them more likely to adopt obesity-conducive behaviors or have low resting metabolic
rates that lead them into positive energy balance (4). Yet, regardless of genetic influence,
some families make it through this environment without becoming overweight.
Identifying connections between caregiver-child interactions and key behaviors
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associated with resilience to overweight is viewed as an approach which can lead to
interventions which may result in a reduction in overweight and obese children.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Overview of Childhood Obesity
Obesity was first declared a public health concern in 1952 (5). Since then billions
of dollars have been spent to prevent and intervene with no noticeable effect. Although
obesity-associated morbidities occur more frequently in adults, significant consequences
of obesity occur in obese children and adolescents (2). Some of the common medical
consequences of obesity that occur in adults can also be seen in children.
Hyperlipidemia, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, sleep apnea and early puberty are frequent
consequences among obese children. As severely overweight children and adolescents
become more common, the risks of weight-related complications in adulthood will
increase (2). Studies have shown that overweight children followed up for 40 (6) and 55
years (7) were more likely to have cardiovascular and digestive diseases, as compared to
those who were lean.
Obesity Framework
It is obvious that both environmental and genetic factors contribute to obesity.
Obesity develops when there is a mismatch between energy intake and expenditure that
results from behavior (feeding behavior and time spent active) and physiology (resting
metabolism and expenditure when active) (4). Instead of assuming obesity causality
from either behavior or genes, they should be viewed as different levels of the same
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causal framework. Two different aspects are often used to describe the obesity
phenomenon: the trend in prevalence of overweight and obese people over time and the
differential susceptibility of individuals to obesity (4). The second aspect of the obesity
problem is the most interesting, despite living in similar environments, not everyone
becomes obese. This can be traced back to both behavior and physiology. Since genetics
cannot be changed attention must be focused on behavior modifications and the
environment in which obesity occurs.
Caregiver-Child Interactions
It has been theorized that the best starting point for overcoming the obesity
epidemic is to treat childhood obesity or prevent it from occurring. Reasons given for
focusing on youth include the young age at which food preferences and lifestyles are
shaped, the lifelong complications that childhood obesity can create, and the potential for
childhood interventions to be more cost-effective (3). Caregivers have a major influence
RQFKLOGUHQ¶VHDWLQJEHKDYLRUV7KHIDPLO\LVDSURYLGHURIIRRGDQGWKHIDPLO\
influences food attitudes, preferences, and values that affect lifetime eating habits (20).
While children learn eating behaviors from adults and peers (9), there are relatively few
studies examining the role of the family in shaping and supporting behaviors leading to
weight gain, loss, or maintenance (10).
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Obesity and the Environment
Families currently find themselves living in an obesigenic environment. They are
faced with exposure to television advertising, large portions, frequent eating away from
home, limited physical activity, etc. Since not all low-income children are overweight, it
can be assumed that some families manage to make it through this environment without
their children becoming at risk for, or overweight (regardless of genetic influences).
What makes some families resilient to obesity and not others, when living in the same
environment? Caregiver-child interactions and key behaviors associated with resilience
to overweight may provide part of the answer. If differences among families are present,
probable interventions can be designed, evaluated, and implemented.

Obesigenic Behaviors
Much has been written about which factors are associated with the development,
treatment and prevention of childhood overweight (5, 8). Key behaviors identified as
being associated with obesity are an increased consumption of carbonated sugary drinks
and other sweetened beverages, decline in milk consumption, decline in physical activity
(unlimited television viewing and computer game playing, low participation in sports,
increased proportion of children driven to school), restrictive feeding practices of parents,
lower intakes of fruit and vegetables, few family meals, frequent eating out, skipping
breakfast, large portion sizes, high intake of energy dense, nutrient poor snack foods, and
a decrease in food prices (11-15). None of these behaviors alone can be singled out to be
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the overriding cause of obesity. However, they are topics targeted for interventions to
decrease the prevalence of childhood overweight.
The strength of evidence of the relationship between many of these key targeted
behaviors to childhood overweight was examined by a group of researchers
commissioned by the American Dietetic Association
(http://www.adaevidencelibrary.com/). Behavior relationships to childhood overweight
were graded based on the amount of supporting research evidence. Most received a
grade of III, supported by limited or weak data. A few behaviors received a grade of II,
supported by evidence of fair value. None of these behaviors were given a grade of I,
supported by good/strong evidence. These findings confirm the need for more research
on obesity prevention behaviors.
Although there is at best only fair evidence to support these key behaviors, they
are the topics that are promoted for preventing childhood overweight. There is not much
documented information concerning the impact of current community interventions.
Community nutrition educators and other health care professionals may already be
implementing treatment and prevention strategies targeting these behaviors (8, 18). Yet,
we do not know the extent to which they are being effective, if at all. The amount of
time, money, and other resources being devoted to these topics; and the extent of the
impact of these efforts is still unknown. The family environment needs strong community
support for obesity efforts to be effective.
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Increased Consumption of Fast Food and Sweetened Beverages
Science states obesity results when energy intake exceeds energy expenditure, so
it is QRVXUSULVHWKDWUHVHDUFKKDVVKRZQFKLOGUHQ¶VFRQVXPSWLRQRIVRIWGULQNVDQGIDVW
food has increased over the years along with their body weight. Between 1977 and 1996
the proportion of foods children consumed from fast food establishments increased by
nearly 300% and soft drink consumption increased as well (21). It is estimated that soft
drinks provide consumers 188 kcal/d more than the energy intake of non-soft drink
consumers (21). According to Pierre St-Onge et al., although there is no data currently
available showing a causal relationship between fast food and snack consumption and
body weight increases, it has been shown that as children age fast food consumption
increases.
Borrud et al. compared GDWDIURPWKHILUVW\HDURIWKH86'$¶V&RQWLQXLQJ6urvey
of Food Intakes by Individuals (CSFII) 1994-1996 results to the 1977-78 survey results to
look at changes over the 17 year span. They found that 40% of children 5 and under ate
away from home at least once a day in 1994, compared to 26% in 1977-78; and twothirds of children 6-11 years ate away from home at least once a day (25). Over the 17
years between surveys the proportion of food from fast food establishments increased by
14% and 166% for children 5 years old and under and males 6-19 years old, respectively
(25). Lin et al. also reviewed the CSFII surveys and concluded that away from home
meals were higher in fat, saturated fat, and sodium and lower in fiber, iron, and calcium
than at home meals (26). It is important to note that cross-sectional studies have not
found an association between fast food establishment use and body mass index (BMI),
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and longitudinal data are not available regarding increased fast food consumption and
body weight changes (21).
It has been hypothesized that soft drinks and sugary beverages have replaced the
consumption of more nutritious beverages such as milk and 100% fruit juice in the diet of
children and adolescents and may lead to excessive energy intake (14). However, there
are few studies that have explored this relationship. Harnack et al. looked at dietary
intakes of children aged 2-18 years from data collected as part of the 1994 CSFII. They
found that for all age groups, energy intake was higher among those in the highest soft
drink consumption category compared with non-consumers (14). It was also noted that
for all age groups those in the high soft drink consumption category were more likely to
consume less than 8 ounces milk and 4 ounces fruit juice per day than non-consumers
(14). Nielsen et al. also looked at the CSFII surveys and concluded that sugared
beverages were consumed more in the age groups of 2-18 year olds and 19-39 year olds
(23).
Intake of Fruits, Vegetables and Whole Grain Foods
It is possible that an increase in the consumption of food eaten away from the
home at restaurants and fast food establishments has contributed to a decreased intake of
fruits, vegetables and whole grains. When compared to the U.S. Dietary Guidelines,
FKLOGUHQ¶VLQWDNHVIDOOGUDPDWLFDOO\VKRUWRIWKHUHFRPPHQGDWLRQVBrady et al. looked at
the dietary intakes of children aged 7-14 years and compared them to the Food Guide
Pyramid recommendations from 1992 (24). They found that only 5% of their sample met
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daily fruit recommendations, 9% met guidelines for dairy, and discretionary fat and
added sugar together accounted for 46% of the total diet (24). According to the
recommendation that one-third of total vegetable servings should be dark green-deep
yellow, consumption of this food group also fell well below the suggested
recommendation (24). With environmental influences such as the changing nature of the
food supply, increased reliance on foods consumed away from home, food advertising,
marketing, and promotion, and food prices affecting eating behaviors the previous results
are not unrealistic (21).
Television and Video Viewing/ Computers and Video Games
Decreasing sedentary behavior has often been evaluated as an opportunity for
intervention when dealing with child overweight and obesity. Displacing time spent
doing physical activity, increasing the calories consumed in a day due to advertising
encouraging high-calorie food consumption, and/or decreasing resting metabolic rate are
often given as reasons that television viewing contributes to obesity (27). Television
interventions so far have ranged from limiting television viewing time to changing the
content of commercials targeting youth. The increased use of computers and video
games are also sedentary behaviors that may contribute to obesity for similar reasons.
In a study by Robinson in 1999, 192 third and fourth grade students participated
in a study aimed at reducing television usage by learning 18 lessons taught by classroom
teachers during the school day. The intervention also included encouragement to have a
10 day television turnoff followed by a 7 hr/wk maximum of viewing hours. At the end
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of the 7 month intervention, the intervention group had significant relative decreases in
BMI, waist-to-hip ratio, triceps skin fold thickness, and waist circumference compared to
the control group (28). Although there were significant reductions in the amount of
television viewed, the number of meals eaten in front of the television, and the amount of
time spent playing video games found in this study; there were no significant increases in
moderate or vigorous intensity activities found.
Taking a different avenue with television viewing interventions, Gorn and
Goldberg looked at how the type of television advertisements viewed influenced snack
choices of children 5-8 years old (29). Children viewed a 30 minute show containing 4.5
minutes of commercials revolving around 1 of 4 groups: candy; fruit, yogurt, and orange
juice; public service announcements about eating a balanced diet and watching sugar
intake; or the control with no commercials. After viewing the programs children were
allowed to choose their snack for the day from a variety of sweets and fruits. Those who
watched the candy commercials choose significantly fewer fruits than those children in
all other groups. They also choose orange juice over Kool Aid the least of all groups.
The effects of television viewing on child obesity involve even younger kids aged
2-4 years. Dennison et al. fond in their study examining television viewing and preschool
aged kids that 57% of the 4 year old children in their study exceeded the recommended
maximum media viewing time of 2 hours per day given by the American Academy of
Pediatrics (30-31).
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Food Brought into the Home/ Restrictive Feeding Practices
There is a fair amount of evidence supporting the relationship between restrictive
IHHGLQJSUDFWLFHVRISDUHQWV¶DQGFKLOGRYHUZHLJKWThe ADA Evidence Analysis Library
looked at 10 studies that examined this relationship and concluded that restrictive feeding
practices of parents¶may promote consumption of forbidden foods leading to overeating
and caloric imbalance (15). The fact that most studies were conducted using nonHispanic, white girls is a limitation of the research since these findings may only be
applicable to this population.
Research conducted by Fisher and Birch found that restricting access to foods
high in fat and VXJDULQFUHDVHGFKLOGUHQ¶VSUHIHUHQFH for and intake of that food (16).
More recent research by Fisher and Birch also found that SDUHQWV¶UHVWULFWLRQRf snack
foods predicted girls aged 4.6 to 6.4 years snack food intake and negative self-evaluation
of eating (11).
Family Meals
7KHIDPLO\SOD\VDQLPSRUWDQWUROHLQGHYHORSLQJFKLOGUHQ¶VEHOLHIVDQG
perceptions about food and eating behaviors which, down the road could impact their
weight. Research shows that family meals play an important role in the quality of
FKLOGUHQ¶VGLHWV , 34). A greater frequency of family meals is associated with increased
intake of fruits, vegetables, grains, and calcium-rich foods and a lower intake of fried
foods and soft drinks (33).
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Gable et al. looked at school-aged children ranging from kindergarten to third
grade to identify eating and activity factors associated with the onset of overweight and
persistent overweight (35). They found that children who watched more television and
ate fewer family meals during kindergarten and first grade were more likely to be
overweight in the spring of third grade (35). The care-JLYHUUROHLQGHYHORSLQJFKLOGUHQ¶V
eating patterns and behaviors is important as they are primarily purchasing and preparing
foods and creating opportunities for activity and sedentary behaviors.
Skipping Breakfast
Over the years there have been studies done to determine if skipping breakfast is
associated with weight. It was shown that from 1965 to 1991 breakfast consumption
declined in a nationally represented sample of US adolescents aged 1-10 years (36). The
decline in breakfast consumption is a concern since eating breakfast has been associated
with higher overall diet quality (37). A study by Berkey et al. investigated whether
skipping breakfast was associated with changes in body fatness (38). They found that at
baseline children who never ate breakfast were heavier than those who ate breakfast
nearly every day. BMI change analysis over 3 years suggested that normal weight girls
who ate breakfast only 1-2 days/week gained more weight than peers who ate daily.
However, overweight boys and girls who skipped breakfast gained less weight than daily
eaters (38).
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Large Portion Sizes
It has been predicted that an increase in portions sizes in the United States has
contributed to child overweight and obesity. In a study by Nielsen et al. trends in food
portion sizes consumed in the United States were explored (32). Portion sizes and energy
intake of common foods such as salty snacks, desserts, soft drinks, fruit drinks, French
fries, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, pizza, and Mexican food were examined. It was found
that between 1977 and 1996 portion sizes and energy intake increased for all food groups
except pizza. The greatest energy intake and portion size increases were seen in salty
snacks which increased from 132 to 225 kcal (1.0 to 1.6 oz), soft drink consumption
which increased from 144 to 193 kcal (13.1 to 19.9 fl oz), and cheeseburger intake from
397 to 533 kcal (5.8 to 7.3 oz) (32). Between 1994 and 1998 the largest portion sizes for
most foods including salty snacks, soft drinks, fruit drinks, French fries, and Mexican
food were found at fast food establishments. However, the largest portion sizes for
desserts, hamburgers, and cheeseburgers were found at home. Therefore, portion sizes
were found to have increased both inside and outside of the home.
Energy Dense, Nutrient Poor Snack Foods
Although a causal relationship between increased snacking and childhood
overweight cannot be assumed it is not unrealistic to think that snack food and soft drink
consumption may play a role. Several studies have looked at the increased snacking
pattern of children over time. Jahns et al. found that the number of snacking occasions by
children (foods consumed within a 15-minute period separate from the meal) increased
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by 24-32% from 1977 to 1996 in children aged 2-5, 6-11, and 12-18 years (22). Nielsen
et al. also found that from 1977 to 1996 consumption of salty snacks, soft drinks, and
pizza increased between 132% and 143% among 2-18 year olds. These food/beverage
items contributed to the largest increase in energy consumption among this age group
(23). Of these foods the largest increase was seen in salty snacks which increased from
6.3% to 12.3% over 20 years (23).

Logic Model
In an effort to capture the impact of community interventions the Logic Model
can be used as a practical method for systematically collecting impact data (17). The
Community Nutrition Education Logic Model (CNE Logic Model), a model for nutrition
education that illustrates relationships of model components to the health and
independence of participants was developed using the original Logic Model as a guide.
The use of this model allows for flexibility across multiple nutrition education programs.
The goal of the CNE Logic Model is to guide the development and evaluation of nutrition
education programs that help people learn how to make healthful food choices consistent
with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans and the MyPyramid (17). The application of
this model should allow for better documentation of the nutrition education process and
could detect the cumulative impact of programming for the first time. This model can be
modified for developing and evaluating interventions to prevent childhood obesity in low
income families.
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Card-Sort Method
Food and activity preferences and behaviors have been assessed using a wide
variety of methodologies. Dietary assessment tools include 24-hour recalls, diet records,
and food frequency measures (39). Food preferences and behaviors are typically
measured using questionnaires or pictures of food (40). A picture-sort can be used by
presenting food/drink items as pictures on cards and having respondents sort the cards
based on preference and/or consumption (41). Advantages of the picture-sort method
include brief administration time, reduced literacy demands, and an engaging process
(41).

Future Research
It is certain that more research is essential to address the growing obesity problem
in children and adults. The 2004 Strategic Plan for NIH Obesity Research (18) lists four
broad themes for NIH obesity research including preventing and treating obesity through
lifestyle modification; preventing and treating obesity through pharmacologic, surgical,
or other medical approaches; breaking the link between obesity and its associated health
conditions; and cross-cutting research topics including focusing on the needs of specific
populations, including children, racial/ethnic minorities, persons living in conditions of
lower socioeconomic status, women, older adults, and those with disabilities. The 2005
Dietary Guidelines Committee (19) recommended 17 areas related to obesity that require
research. These areas range from investigating the relationship between added sugar
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intake and obesity to determining how the dietary macronutrient ratio affects
management of body weight and nutrient adequacy.
In order for the impacts of community nutrition education interventions involving
childhood obesity to be measured, it is necessary to know what changes individuals and
families might be able and willing to consider, what is currently being done by
practitioners, and what tools practitioners need to successfully accomplish these
interventions.
Since the obesity epidemic is still on the rise it is obvious that past attempts at
prevention and intervention have been unsuccessful. It is still unclear why low income
and minority populations are especially vulnerable to obesity, indicated by the need for
further research in these areas. Obesity is not caused by a single behavior; rather it
involves complex interactions between behavior and physiology.
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Hypothesis
Certain feeding and physical activity caregiver/child behaviors can be directly
related to the incidence of overweight or obesity in at risk children 4-10 years of age.

Objectives
1) To determine with caregivers of low income children ages 4-10 years old the
awareness, meaning, use, reason for using or not using, and belief in the
connection with childhood overweight and common health messages.
2) To determine if there is a connection between the use of these messages and
self-reported weights for caregivers and their children.
3) To pilot test the card-sort procedure interview method with low income
primary caregivers, to determine its usefulness to assess caregiver-child
interactions of children at risk for overweight or obesity aged 4-10 years old.
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METHODS
Subjects
Subjects were recruited from the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program
for Women, infants, and Children (WIC) in Lancaster County and in cooperation with
Douglas County Extension with contact Carrie Schneider-Miller who provided names of
Nutrition Education Program (NEP) and WIC clients who volunteered to participate in
the study. A majority of subjects were new enrollees in the NEP and WIC programs and
varied in their amount of nutrition education exposure. Subjects were contacted by phone
to set up an interview time and location. The self-selected participants for this study were
30 primary caregivers of children aged 4-10 years old. After approval from the
Institutional Review Board at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, data collection began.
Participants were mailed a $20 stipend after the interview was completed.
Data Collection
Before data collection began, caregivers signed an informed parental consent
form and were given an additional form to keep for their records (Appendix A). Fourty
five minute to one hour interviews were conducted at a previously determined location by
a trained interviewer who followed a written script (Appendix B). Interviews were
recorded using either a tape recorder or digital voice recorder.
Caregivers were given thirteen laminated cards previously developed as part of
multi-state project W1005 in Nevada with suggestions that nutrition professionals give to
parents about feeding their children (Appendix C). Suggestions included: tell children to
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eat all of the meal before getting dessert, allow children to eat all foods brought into the
home, eat together as a family, watch portion sizes, choose healthful foods when eating
out, eat less foods with empty calories, watch less TV and videos, eat breakfast every
day, eat more fruits, vegetables, and whole grain foods, eat out less often, decrease intake
of sweetened beverages, make wise snacking choices, and spend less time with
computers and video games.
Sort #1 Familiar and Unfamiliar
Caregivers were asked to sort through the cards and divide them into two piles:
those they had heard about (familiar) and those they had not heard about (unfamiliar).
Responses were recorded on recording sheet #1 (Appendix D).
Sort #2 Always, Sometimes, or Never Follow
Suggestions caregivers had heard about (familiar) were then divided again into
piles of those they always, sometimes, or never follow. Responses were again recorded
on recording sheet #1. For suggestions that were always followed caregivers were asked
to explain what made them decide to do this suggestion and why it was a priority for
them. Responses were recorded on recording sheet #2 (Appendix E). For suggestions that
were sometimes followed caregivers were asked when they followed them and why and
how they were followed. Caregivers were then asked to explain why they never followed
the remaining suggestions. Both sometimes and never followed suggestion responses
were recorded on recording sheet #2. Caregivers were then asked what they thought
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about the suggestions they had never heard of and responses were recorded on recording
sheet #2.
Sort #3 Easy or Hard for Another Family
Caregivers then sorted through the cards again and indicated whether they thought
the suggestion on the card would be easy or hard for another family to do and why.
Responses were recorded on recording sheets #1 and #2.
Sort #4 Help Keep a Child from Becoming Overweight
Caregivers sorted the cards a final time indicating if they thought the suggestion
would help keep a child from becoming overweight and why. Responses were recorded
on recording sheets #1 and #2. Caregivers then went through each suggestion card and
indicated what they thought the underlined words on each card meant. Responses were
recorded on recording sheet #3 (Appendix F).
Demographic Characteristics
Caregivers were shown pictures of women and children of different race and sizes
and asked to indicated which one best corresponds to their body and their child or
FKLOGUHQ¶VERGLHV $SSHQGL[G). Caregiver gender, age, ethnicity, race, employment
status, educational level, self-reported height and weight, and child age, gender, height,
and weight were also collected (Appendix H).
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Qualitative Analysis
Each audio recorded interview was transcribed verbatim by a project assistant
totaling 226 transcribed pages. Three graduate assistant researchers with experience
working in the field of nutrition independently reviewed transcripts of the interviews to
identify common themes for each behavior suggestion. Findings were then compared to
look for similarities. Validity of the results was established by using triangulation,
described by JW Creswell as a systematic process where researchers sort through data to
identify common themes and eliminate overlapping areas (42).
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RESULTS/DISCUSSION
Demographics of Caregivers
Table 1 provides demographics of all caregivers. There were a total of 30
caregivers who participated in the interviews; all were mothers except for one father. Of
the 30 caregivers, 11 were African American, 15 were white or Caucasian, 3 were
Hispanic or Latino and 1 was black Indian. The mean age of caregivers was 24.8 years,
with a range of 19 to 43 years. On average, 1.7 children aged 4-10 years lived with the
caregivers with a range of one to six children. However, this number is not representative
of all children who may have been living with caregivers at the time interviews were
completed.
The most common level of education achieved by caregivers was some college or
technical school (50%), followed by receiving a high school diploma or GED (40%).
Only two caregivers (6.7%) had completed a 4-year degree or more and one caregiver
(3.3%) had not completed high school. Parental education level has been shown to be
related to obesity in childhood. In a study conducted by Lamerz et al. involving six-yearold children and their parents, DVLJQLILFDQWUHODWLRQVKLSZDVVHHQEHWZHHQSDUHQWV¶\HDUV
of education and childhood obesity (43). Specifically, children of parents with nine or
fewer years of education had a three-fold higher risk of being obese then children of
parents with 13 years of education. In the current study, only one caregiver reported not
completing high school while 40% of caregivers had received a high school diploma or
GED as their highest level of education.
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Table 1. Caregiver demographics.
n

Percent

Female
Male

29
1

96.7%
3.3%

American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian or Asian American
Black or African American
White or Caucasian
Hispanic or Latino
Other (Black/Native American)

0
0
11
15
3
1

0.0%
0.0%
36.7%
50.0%
10.0%
3.3%

Have Not Completed High School
Received High School Diploma or
GED
Some College or Technical School
4-Year Degree or More

1

3.3%

12
15
2

40.0%
50.0%
6.7%

Homemaker
Not Employed
Employed Part Time
Employed Full Time
Disabled
Employed Part Time and Full Time

9
3
9
7
1
1

30.0%
10.0%
30.0%
23.3%
3.3%
3.3%

Sex

Race

Education Level

Employment
Status

Current employment, either part or full time, was indicated by approximately 57%
of caregivers. Specifically, employment status responses included 9 homemakers, 3
caregivers who were not employed, 9 employed part time, 7 employed full time, 1
disabled, and 1 employed part and full time. Body figure perceptions of caregivers were
measured using a progression of seven silhouette images with image one being the
thinnest and image seven being the heaviest. The average silhouette image was 3.7 with a
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range of 2 to 6.5. There were three caregivers who did not specify a silhouette image and
no silhouette was chosen by the father as the images were only of women figures.
Demographics of Children
Children of caregivers participating in the study were between the ages of four
and ten years old. Child gender was closely split with 16 males and 17 females. There
were also 21 additional children who fell outside the age parameters, with 20 children
younger than four and one child older than ten years. Of the 33 children 17 (52%) lived
with caregivers of black or African American race, 13 (39%) lived with caregivers of
white or Caucasian race, one child lived with Hispanic or Latino caregivers, and two
children lived with black/Native American caregivers. Specific race of children was not
reported during the interviews.
Subjects Body Mass Index (BMI)
Caregivers
&DUHJLYHU¶VVHOI-reported height and weight was converted to BMI to determine
what category they fell in to (Table 2). The average BMI for caregivers was 30.1 with a
range of 19 to 55. The BMI for two caregivers was not able to be calculated due to
missing height and/or weight information. Three caregivers were pregnant during the
time information was collected and their BMI was not included since it would be an
LQDFFXUDWHFRPSDULVRQRI%0,¶V
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The National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) CDC annual report shows
significant differences between race/ethnic group obesity rates in U.S. women. According
to this report, non-Hispanic black and Mexican-American women were more likely to be
obese when compared to non-Hispanic white women in all age groups (20-39y, 40-59y,
60y and over) (44). In the present study the mean BMI for black/African American
caregivers was FODVVLILHGDV³REHVH´2QHEODck/African American caregiver (10%)
ZDVRI³QRUPDO´ weight classification, three (30 ZHUH³RYHUZHLJKW´, four (40%) were
³REHVH´DQGWZR %) ZHUHFODVVLILHGDVPRUELGO\REHVHZLWK%0,¶VJUHDWHUWKDQ
The BMI of two black/African American caregivers were not included in the data due to
pregnancy weights provided. The mean BMI for white/Caucasian caregivers was 30.1
FODVVLILHGDV³REHVH´)LYHZKLte/Caucasian caregivers (45.4 ZHUHRI³QRUPDO´weight
FODVVLILFDWLRQWZR  ZHUH³RYHUZHLJKW´WZR  ZHUH³REHVH´DQGWZR
(18.2%) were morbidly obese. The BMI of four white/Caucasian caregivers were not
included in the data due to a missing weight, one caregiver was a father, and two
caregivers were pregnant. In summary, the values of the current study indicate that seven
(28%) caregivers in the study were FRQVLGHUHG³RYHUZHLJKW´HLJKW  ZHUH³REHVH´
and four (16% ZHUH³PRUELGO\REHVH´+DYLQJRYHUZHLJKWSDUHQWVLVRQHRIWKHJUHDWHVW
risk factors for a child becoming obese (45, 46).
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Table 2. BMI of caregivers and child participants.
BMI of Caregivers
Classification
< 18.5 Underweight
18.5-24.9 Normal
25-29.9 Overweight
30-39.9 Obesity
> 40 Morbid obesity

N=25a

Percent

0
6
7
8
4

0.0%
24.0%
28.0%
32.0%
16.0%

BMI

Mean
30.1

BMI of Child Participants
BMI Percentiles
BMI < 85th percentile
BMI > 85th percentile < 95th percentile
BMI > 95th percentile
BMI
a

N=20b

Percent

11
2
7

55.0%
10.0%
35.0%
Mean
19.7

only 25 of the 30 BMIs were available for caregivers
only 20 of the 33 BMIs were available for children

b

Children
&KLOGUHQ¶V%0,VZHUHFDOFXODWHGXVLQJWKHUHSRUWHGKHLJKWDQGZHLJKWJLYHQE\
each caregiver. The mean BMI of children between the ages of 4-10 years was 19.7, with
a range of 11 to 35 (Table 2). Only 20 of the 33 FKLOGUHQ¶V%0,VZHUHDYDLODEOHGXHWR
missing heights and weights that were not reported by caregivers. When comparing these
BMIs to the CDC Growth Charts (47), approximately 10% (2 children) of children were
³DWULVNIRURYHUZHLJKW´ (BMI > 85th percentile but less than the 95th percentile) and 35%
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(7 children) were ³RYHUZHLJKW´ (BMI > 95th percentile). When combining these
percentages almost half (45%) of the children had BMIs putting them ³DWULVNIRU
RYHUZHLJKW´ or ³RYHUZHLJKW´.
Familiar and Unfamiliar Behaviors
Caregivers were shown 13 laminated cards with different behaviors on them and
asked to sort them based on those they were familiar with and unfamiliar with (Table 3).
At least seventy five percent of caregivers were familiar with ten out of the thirteen
behaviors including decrease intake of sweetened beverages, watch portion sizes, eat out
less often, make wise snacking choices, eat breakfast every day, eat more fruits,
vegetables, and whole grain foods, choose healthful foods when eating out, eat together
as a family, spend less time with computers and video games, and watch less TV and
videos.
All 30 caregivers (100%) were familiar with four of the behaviors which included
make wise snacking choices; eat more fruits, vegetables, and whole grain foods; eat
together as a family; and watch less TV and videos. Only 66% of caregivers were
familiar with eat less foods with empty calories and when asked the meaning of empty
calories PDQ\UHVSRQVHVZHUHLQFRUUHFWVXFKDV³IRRGVZLWKOHVVFDORULHV´³IRRds with
]HURFDORULHV´DQG³GLHWW\SHIRRGVWKRVHZLWKòWKHIDW´7KHEHKDYLRUPRVWXQIDPLOLDU
to caregivers was allow children to eat all foods brought into the home, with only 50% of
caregivers familiar with this behavior which was referring to restrictive feeding practices
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RISDUHQW¶V5HVWULFWLYHIHHGLQJSUDFWLFHVRISDUHQWV¶PD\SURPRWHFRQVXPSWLRQRI
forbidden foods leading to overeating and caloric imbalance (15).

Table 3. Behavior's familiar and unfamiliar to caregivers.

Familiar
n
Percent

Unfamiliar
n
Percent

29
26
26
30
28
19
30
15
27
22
30
26
30

1
4
3
0
2
10
0
15
3
8
0
4
0

Behavior
Decrease intake of sweetened beverages
Watch portion sizes
Eat out less oftena
Make wise snacking choices
Eat breakfast everyday
Eat less empty calorie foodsb
Eat more fruits, vegetables and whole grain foods
Allow children to eat all foods brought into the home
Choose healthful foods when eating out
Tell children to eat all of the meal before getting dessert
Eat together as a family
Spend less time with computers and video games
Watch less TV and videos
a

97.0%
87.0%
90.0%
100.0%
93.0%
66.0%
100.0%
50.0%
90.0%
73.0%
100.0%
87.0%
100.0%

3.0%
13.0%
10.0%
0.0%
7.0%
34.0%
0.0%
50.0%
10.0%
27.0%
0.0%
13.0%
0.0%

Only 29 out of 30 responses were available

b

Only 29 out of 30 responses were available

Perceived Behavior Meanings
&DUHJLYHU¶VZHUHDVNHGWRLQWHUSUHWWKHPHDQLQJRIXQGHUOLQHGZRUGVRUSKUDVHV
for 9 out of the 13 behaviors (Table 4). Responses given were interpretations of words
and phrases not necessarily practices or behaviors currently being followed by the
caregiver. As mentioned earlier make wise snacking choices and watch less TV and
videos were two of the behaviors most familiar to caregivers (Table 3). This knowledge
FRUUHODWHVZLWKWKHLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVJLYHQIRU³ZLVH´ PDNHwise snacking choices) and
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³YLGHRV´ ZDWFKOHVV79DQGvideos). Recurring interpretations for make wise snacking
choices LQFOXGHG³VPDUWKHDOWK\DQGIUXLWVDQGYHJHWDEOHV´³9LROHnt content and lack of
H[HUFLVHRUPRWLYDWLRQ´ZHUHFRPPRQUHVSRQVHVIRUwatch less TV and videos. Similar
responses were also given for spend less time with computers and video games. As
GLVFXVVHGHDUOLHUMXVWRYHUKDOI  RIFDUHJLYHU¶VZHUHIDPLOLDUwith eat less foods with
empty calories (Table 3). This is evident by the conflicting interpretations for eat less
foods with empty calories ZKLFKLQFOXGH³MXQNDQGVZHHWV´DVZHOODV³]HURFDORULHV
ZDWHUDQGFDUURWVFHOHU\´,WLVDSSDUHQWWKDWWKHUHLV confusion and misunderstanding
concerning this behavior and it is necessary to educate caregivers on its meaning so it can
be followed and implemented successfully.
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Table 4. Caregiver responses to meanings of underlined words or phrases.
Behavior

Meaning of Underlined Words or Phrases

Decrease intake of sweetened beverages

fat, not good for you, cavities, limit, bad,
candy, sugar, soda, diabetes, overweight, energy

Watch potion sizes

calculate, keep track, know, monitor, observe, aware,
don't over eat, look out, how much, fist size foods

Make wise snacking choices

smart, healthy, f & v, cheese, homemade cookies,
think, best

Eat less foods with empty calories

less calories, junk, sweets, unhealthy, zero calories,
no nutrition, diet food w/ 1/2 fat, water, carrots/celery

Allow children to eat all foods brought

healthy stuff, variety, eat whatever, watch what

into the home

comes in, clean plate, separate kid from adult food

Choose healthful foods when eating out

decisions, small portions, healthy, low calorie,
salad/veggies, be aware, less fat/sodium/sugar

Tell children to eat all of the meal
before

decision, portions, clean plate, low cal/high nutrient,

getting dessert

all food groups, don't need to clean plate, bribing

Spend less time with computers

violent/edu. games, lack of exercise, fun, waste money,

and video games

privilege, no video games, ruin eyes, gaming system

Watch less TV and videos

violent/educational, lack of exercise/motivation,
movies/cartoons/DVD's

*bold words under meaning indicate recurring responses

Behaviors Thought to Keep a Child from Becoming Overweight
Caregivers were asked if they thought each individual behavior would help keep a
child from becoming overweight if it wHUHIROORZHGUHVSRQVHFKRLFHVLQFOXGHG³\HV´
³QR´DQG³XQVXUH´ 7DEOH). A majority of caregivers (>50%) felt that 12 out of the 13
behaviors, if followed would help keep a child from becoming overweight. The greatest
QXPEHURI³\HV´UHVSRQVHVZDVVHHQ for decrease intake of sweetened beverages (93.3%),
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eat more fruits, vegetables and whole grain foods (96.7%), make wise snacking choices
(93.3%), and choose healthful foods when eating out (93.3%). All of these behaviors
ZHUHDOVR³IDPLOLDU´WRDWOHDVWRIFDUHJLYHU¶V (Table 3). Galloway et al., found that
when mothers consumed more fruits and vegetables they did not pressure their daughters
to eat and their daughters were less picky and consumed more fruits and vegetables (48).
Another study found that when African-American parents model healthy eating behaviors
it may increase the consumption of fruits and vegetables by children (49). Although
eating behaviors of caregivers and their influence on children living in the home were not
closely examined in this study future research in this area would be beneficial.
Eat together as a family and tell children to eat all of the meal before getting
dessert ZHUHWZREHKDYLRUVZLWKPL[HGUHVXOWV(LJKWHHQFDUHJLYHU¶V  UHSRUWHGWKDW
tell children to eat all of the meal before getting desert would help keep a child from
becoming overweight, while 7 (23.3%) did not think it would, and 5 (16.7%) were
unsure. 5HVWULFWLYHIHHGLQJSUDFWLFHVKDYHEHHQVKRZQWRLQFUHDVHDFKLOG¶VSUHIHUHQFHIRU
forbidden foods and encourage overconsumption when these forbidden foods are made
readily available (16). The use of restrictive feeding practices may negatively influence
WKHFKLOG¶VZHLJKWVWDWXVDVLWSURPRWHVRYHUHDWLQJDQGLJQRULQJLQWHUQDOFXHVRIKXQJHU
(45). Researchers have found that the relationship a person has with food as a young adult
reflects back to parental influences when they were a child (50). Young adults were more
likely to stop eating when they were full if they were allowed to as children, and those
that were forced to clean their plate were more likely to clean their plate at the time of the
survey. The average BMI of those who were sometimes forced to clean their plate was
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significantly higher than those who were rarely forced to do so (50). When caUHJLYHU¶VZHUH
DVNHGZK\WKH\ZRXOGIROORZWKLVEHKDYLRUUHVSRQVHVLQFOXGHG³WKDW¶VDPXVWLW¶VWKHUXOH´
³WKDW¶VKRZ,ZDVWDXJKW´DQG³QRHDWQRWUHDW´

Similar responses were seen for eat together as a family with 17 (56.7%)
FDUHJLYHU¶VVWDWLQJLWZRuld help keep a child from becoming fat, 7 (23.3%) stating it
would not, and 6 (20%) were unsure. Studies have shown that eating a family dinner
together is associated with greater intakes of foods such as fruits and vegetables and
when adults model consumSWLRQRIWKHVHIRRGVLWPD\LPSDFWWKHFKLOGUHQ¶VLQWDNHV 
52). When asked why eating together as a family would not keep a child from becoming
overweight RQHFDUHJLYHUVWDWHG´WKDWGRHVQ¶WKDYHDQ\WKLQJWRZLWKWKHPEHLQJREHVH
eating together builds family bonds, LWGRHVQ¶WKDYHDQ\WKLQJWRGRZLWKREHVLW\´
$OWKRXJKDPDMRULW\RIFDUHJLYHU¶VLQGLFDWHGspend less time with computers and
video games and watch less TV and videos would help keep a child from becoming fat,
20% (spend less time with computers and video games) and 13% (watch less TV and
videos) RIFDUHJLYHU¶VLQGLFDWHG³QR´RU³XQVXUH´:KHQDVNHGZK\WKH\UHVSRQGHGWKLV
ZD\FDUHJLYHUVWDWHPHQW¶VLQFOXGHG³1RFDXVHZKDWGRHVLWKDYHWRGRZLWK«XQOHVVOLNH
WKH\¶UHHDWLQJRUVRPHWKLQJ´DQG³,GRQ¶WWKLQN\RXFDQJDLQZHLJKWE\ZDWFKLQJ79DQG
playing YLGHRJDPHV´ Results from a study by Diets et al. found that children aged 6-11
years who watched more television experienced a greater prevalence of obesity than
children watching less television (13).
The behavior causing the most confusion was allow children to eat all foods
brought into the home. As mentioned earlier this behavior was also the most unfamiliar to
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FDUHJLYHU¶V6HYHQWHHQFDUHJLYHU¶V  VWDWHGWKDWWKLVEHKDYLRUZRXOGQRt keep a
FKLOGIURPEHFRPLQJIDWZKLOHHLJKWFDUHJLYHU¶V  ZHUHXQVXUH, and only 5
 FDUHJLYHU¶VWKRXJKWLWZRXOGKHOS+RZHYHUVLQFHRIFDUHJLYHU¶VZHUH
XQIDPLOLDUZLWKWKLVEHKDYLRULWLVSRVVLEOHWKH\GLGQ¶WXQGHUVWDQGKRZWRUHODWHWKe
question to the behavior.
Table 5. Behaviors thought by caregivers to keep a child
from becoming overweight.

Yes
n (%)

No
n (%)

Unsure
n (%)

18 (60.0)
5 (16.7)
17 (56.7)
26 (92.9)
25 (86.2)
28 (93.3)
29 (96.7)
23 (76.7)
28 (93.3)
24 (80.0)
26 (86.7)
28 (93.3)
27 (93.1)

7 (23.3)
17 (56.7)
7 (23.3)
1 (3.6)
2 (6.9)
1 (3.3)
1 (3.3)
1 (3.3)
1 (3.3)
3 (10.0)
3 (10.0)
1 (3.3)
1 (3.4)

5 (16.7)
8 (26.7)
6 (20.0)
1 (3.6)
2 (6.9)
1 (3.3)
0 (0.0)
6 (20.0)
1 (3.3)
3 (10.0)
1 (3.3)
1 (3.3)
1 (3.4)

Behavior
Tell children to eat all of the meal before getting dessert
Allow children to eat all foods brought into the home
Eat together as a family
Eat less foods with empty caloriesa
Eat out less oftenb
Decrease intake of sweetened beverages
Eat more fruits, vegetables, and whole grain foods
Eat breakfast everyday
Make wise snacking choices
Spend less time with computers and video games
Watch less TV and videos
Choose healthful foods when eating out
Watch portion sizesc
a

Only 28 out of 30 responses were available

b
c

Only 29 out of 30 responses were available

Only 29 out of 30 responses were available
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Themes
In order to establish internal validity with the qualitative results of this study, the
data were reviewed by two additional researchers who were graduate students in the
Department of Nutrition and Health Science at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Of
the 13 behaviors evaluated in this study 9 were reviewed by additional researchers to
identify major themes. Major themes found by the additional researchers were then
compared to the original major themes that were identified (Table 6). The behaviors
reviewed included tell children to eat all the meal before getting dessert, allow children
to eat all foods brought into the home, eat less foods with empty calories, decrease intake
of sweetened beverages, make wise snacking choices, spend less time with computers and
video games, watch less TV and videos, choose healthful foods when eating out, and
watch portion sizes. Behaviors not included were eat together as a family, eat out less
often, eat more fruits, vegetables, and whole grain foods, and eat breakfast every day.
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Table 6. Comparison of major themes derived from common messages delivered to mothers of
children at risk for overweight or obesity.
BEHAVIORS

THEMES
Original Researcher Themes
Identified
Always get dessert
Family history
Clean plate
Healthy food first

Additional Researcher Themes
Identified
Clean plate
Hunger/Satiety cues
Bribe/Reward

Allow children to
eat all foods
brought into the
home

Bring home healthy foods
Off limit foods
Unfamiliar
Eat whatever

Parental control
No limits/boundaries
Healthy options

Eat together as a
family

Family history
Communication
Just do it
Unity
'LGQ¶WXQGHUVWDQG
Health complications
Junk
Sweets
Zero calories
Cost

Tell children to eat
all the meal before
getting dessert

Eat less foods with
empty calories

Eat out less often
Decrease intake of
sweetened
beverages
Eat more fruits,
vegetables, and
whole grain foods
Eat breakfast
everyday

'RQ¶WSXUFKDVH
Health complications
Misconceptions
Candy, sugar, soda
Nutrition
High consumption

Junk food
Low/No calorie
No nutrition
'RQ¶WNQRZVSHFLILFIRRGV

Sugar
Specific beverages
Unhealthy
Sugar and fat

Most important meal
Energizes
Affects mood

Watch less TV and
videos

Inactivity
Violent

Choose healthful
foods when eating
out
Watch portion
sizes

Menu influence

Healthy choices
Think/decision making
Smart
Violent
Inactivity
Negative
Parental control
Inactivity/laziness
Movies/cartoons
Family time
Selecting fruits and vegetables

Self regulation
Avoid large portions
Know

Observe amount
Parental/portion control
Awareness of type of food

Make wise
snacking choices
Spend less time
with computers
and video games

Fruits and vegetables
Smart
Healthy
'RQ¶WRZQ
Violent
Lack of exercise
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Tell children to eat all the meal before getting dessert
When comparing themes identified with tell children to eat all the meal before
getting dessert a common theme found ZDV³FOHDQSODWH´. Since it has been shown that
restrictive feeding practices may lead to overeating and an inability to identify feelings of
fullness it is concerning that many caregivers are requiring children to clean their plates
before getting dessert which is likely something they desire. It is then possible to infer
WKDWLIDPHDOLVQRWILQLVKHGDQGWKHFKLOGGRHVQ¶WJHWGHVVHUWWKH\ZLOOWKHQGHYHORSD
preference for that dessert (forbidden food) and overeat it in the future. Since it has also
been shown that requiring children to clean their plate can lead to an inability to
UHFRJQL]HKXQJHUFXHVDQGWKHUHIRUHRYHUHDWLWLVLQWHUHVWLQJWKDWRIFDUHJLYHU¶V
thought it would keep a child from becoming overweight (Table 5) corresponding with
WKHGRPLQDQWWKHPH³FOHDQSODWH´VHHQWKURXJKRXWFDUHJLYHULQWHUYLHZV
Allow children to eat all foods brought into the home
Two common themes were found among researchers for allow children to eat all
foods brought into the home. Both groups identified ³bringing home healthy options´ and
having ³no limits/boundaries´ as major themes. Statements from subjects regarding
bringing home healthy options included ³,ZRXOGRQO\EULQJIRRGVWKDWDUHKHDOWK\´³,
WU\WRFRRNKHDOWK\DQGQRWWREULQJLQPXFKVZHHWV´³,ILJXUHLI,GRQ¶WZDQWmy
GDXJKWHUWRKDYHSRSDQGFDQG\,FDQ¶WEULQJLWKRPH´6WDWHPHQWVUHJDUGLQJQR
OLPLWVERXQGDULHVLQFOXGHG³,WJHWVKHUXVHGWRDOONLQGVRIIRRG,GRQ¶WZDQWKHUWREHD
SLFN\HDWHU´³:HOLNHWRRIIHUPDQ\GLIIHUHQWW\SHVRIIRRGHWKQLFIRRGVIODYRrs,
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VSLFHV´DQG³,PRQLWRULWPRUHZLWKP\\RXQJHUNLGVXQGHU\HDUVWKHROGHUNLGVJHW
their own snacks so if I have Little Debbies or chips they might choose that over healthier
IRRGV´This last response is similar to one study that found parental monitoring and
FRQWURORYHUWKHFKLOG¶VIRRGFKRLFHVLQFUHDVHGWKHQXWULWLRQDOYDOXHRIPHDOV:KHQWKH
child had independence to choose foods they were often unhealthy choices (53). This
EHKDYLRUDOVRORRNVDWUHVWULFWLYHIHHGLQJSUDFWLFHVRIFDUHJLYHU¶V Results reveal
FRQIOLFWLQJSUDFWLFHVDVRIFDUHJLYHU¶VGLGQRWWKLQNIROORZLQJWKLVEHKDYLRUZRXOd
keep a child from becoming overweight (Table 5). One of the dominant themes indicate
PDQ\FDUHJLYHU¶VDUHOHWWLQJWKHLUFKLOGUHQHat whatever comes into the home (not being
concerned this behavior will lead to overweight) and the other theme implies many are
only bringing in healthy foods (concern for what their child is eating). Themes identified
from both review groups that were not similar included parental control, off limit foods,
and being unfamiliar with the behavior.
Eat less foods with empty calories
Researchers found multiple similarities among themes for eat less foods with
empty calories LQFOXGLQJ³MXQNIRRG´³ORZQR]HURFDORULHIRRGV´DQG³QRW
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ´6LQFH³ORZQR]HURFDORULHIRRGV´LVDQLQFRUUHFWUHVSRQVHLWFRXOGEH
FRPELQHGZLWK³QRWXQGHUVWDQGLQJ´indicating that lack of education and knowledge may
be contributing to obesity conducive behaviors. Although a large number of FDUHJLYHU¶V
did not understand the meaning of foods with empty calories 93% felt that following this
behavior would help keep a child from becoming overweight (Table 5). These results
PD\LQGLFDWHWKDWHYHQWKRXJKFDUHJLYHU¶VFDQVWDWHZKDWEHKDYLRUVVKRXld be followed or
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implemented they do not know or understand how to apply them. Although it was not a
GRPLQDQWWKHPHVRPHFDUHJLYHU¶VLQGLFDWHGHDWLQJIRRGVZLWKHPSW\FDORULHVFRQWULEXWHG
to health complications including diabetes, cavities, and overall health. $OOFDUHJLYHU¶V
who mentioned health concerns where black or African American. According to the
American Diabetes Association and the National Institutes of Health, African Americans
are disproportionately affected by diabetes compared to the general population (54, 55).
Other caregivers indicated that the healthier more nutritious foods were too expensive.
Decrease intake of sweetened beverages
A common theme found by researchers IRUWKLVEHKDYLRUZDV³VSHFLILF
beverages/candy/sugar´6XEMHFWVOLVted drinks such as pop, juice, Gatorade, and Kool-aid
as beverages they considered sweetened. However, there were some misconceptions
regarding sweetened beverages as some subjects listed Kool-aid as a beverage that is
good for you. It should be noted that no description of how the Kool-aid was made was
given. The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommends that young children
consume 4 to 6 ounces maximum of fruit juice because of the risk of diarrhea,
over/undernutrition, and development of dental caries (56). In the present study three
FDUHJLYHU¶VVWDWHGFDYLWLHVDVDUHDVRQWKH\GHFUHDVHLQWDNHRIVZHHWHQHGEHYHUDJHV A
PDMRULW\RIFDUHJLYHU¶V %) were familiar with this behavior and when asked how often
WKH\IROORZHGLWFDUHJLYHU¶VVWDWHG³DOZD\V´VWDWHG³VRPHWLPHV´DQGVWDWHG
³QHYHU´2QO\RQHFDUHJLYHUGLGQRWUHVSRQGDVWKH\ZHUHXQIDPLOLDUZLWKWKHEHKDYLRU
:KHQGHVFULELQJKRZWKH\³GHFUHDVHLQWDNH´RIVZHHWHQHGEHYHUDJHVUHVSRQVHVLQFOXGHG
³ZHRQO\GULQNVZHHWEHYHUDJHVHDUOLHULQWKHGD\´³WKH\GRQ¶WOLNHSRSDQGGULQND
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limited amount of juice and Kool-DLG´³ZHJRPRQWKVZLWKRXWVRGDDQGWKHQZH¶OOKDYH
PRQWKVZLWKLWVXPPHULVZRUVH´³WKH\JHWMXLFHDQGQRSRS´³ZH¶UHWU\LQJWRFXW
GRZQEXWLW¶VKDUG´DQG³OLPLWLQWDNH RISRSEHFDXVHLWFDXVHV\RXWRUHWDLQIDW´ One
FDUHJLYHUVWDWHGKRQHVWO\WKDW³ZKHQ:,&UXQVRXWLW¶VPRUHHFRQRPLFDOWREX\.RRO-aid
WKDQPLON´Although many caregivers felt they were decreasing their intake of sweetened
beverages they were still being consumed on a daily basis.
Make wise snacking choices
%RWKUHYLHZJURXSVIRXQGWKDW³VPDUWDQGKHDOWK\FKRLFHV´ZDVDFRPPRQWKHPH
IRUFDUHJLYHU¶VUHJDUGLQJmake wise snacking choices. This theme corresponds with the
ILQGLQJWKDWRIFDUHJLYHU¶VZHre familiar with this theme (Table 3). Along those
same lines, 28 (93.3%) FDUHJLYHU¶VIHOWIROORZLQJWKLVEHKDYLRUZRXOGKHOp keep a child
from becoming overweight (Table 5)2IWKHWZRUHPDLQLQJFDUHJLYHU¶VRQHGLGQRWWKLQN
this behavior was related to obesity and the other was unsure. It is interesting to note that
the caregiver who did not think this behavior was related to obesity stated they did not
feel any of the behaviors discussed would help keep a child from becoming overweight.
6KHUHSRUWHG³KHU mother was overweight and diabetic, you can watch diets of your kids
EXWWKH\ZLOOVHHNIRRGLIWKH\ZDQWLW´7KHFDUHJLYHUZKRVWDWHGWKH\ZHUHXQVXUH
FRPPHQWHGWKDWQRPDWWHUZKDW\RX¶UHVQDFNLQJRQLWGHSHQGVRQKRZPXFKRILW\RX¶UH
eating.
Although many caregiverVLQGLFDWHGQHHGLQJRUZDQWLQJWRPDNH³VPDUWDQG
KHDOWK\FKRLFHV´ was an appropriate response to this behavior, many made statements
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WKDWZRXOGLQGLFDWHWKH\GRQ¶WDOZD\VIROORZWKHLURZQDGYLFH&DUHJLYHUVWDWHPHQWV
LQFOXGHG³,EX\IUXLWV DQGYHJHWDEOHVEXWWKH\GRQ¶WJHWHDWHQ´³,JLYHULFHFDNHVEXWZLWK
FDUDPHODQGSRSFRUQEXWZLWKEXWWHU´³MXVWJLYHZKDWVKHOLNHVIUXLWVQDFNVFKLSVDQG
FKHHVH´DQG³UHZDUGNLGVZLWKLFHFUHDPDQGMXQNIRRG´Use of food as a reward for
good behaviRURUSHUIRUPDQFHPD\HQKDQFHWKHFKLOG¶VSUHIHUHQFHIRUWKDWSDUWLFXODU
IRRG%LUFKHWDOIRXQGWKDWRYHURIPRWKHU¶Vin their study used food, such as
sweets, as means to calm, reward or punish their children (57).
Spend less time with computers and video games
The two themes found by researchers for spend less time with computers and
video games ZHUH³time limit/parental control´DQG³ODFNRIH[HUFLVHLQDFWLYLW\´The
WKHPH³WLPHOLPLWSDUHQWDOFRQWURO´LVUHIHUULQJWRPRQLWRULQJRIWLPHVSHQWRQ computers
DQGSOD\LQJYLGHRJDPHV³ODFNRIH[HUFLVHLQDFWLYLW\´LVUHIHUULQJWRWKHODFNRIHQHUJ\
expended while doing these activities. Although these themes were commonly referred to
QRWDOOFDUHJLYHU¶VUHVSRQGHGWKLVZD\$OPRVWKDOI  RIthe caregivers stated they
did not own a computer, which may be reflective of a lower income population. Not
owning a computer does not eliminate owning another form of gaming system.
A majority of caregivers (80%) did feel that this behavior would help keep a child
from becoming overweight (Table 5) yet, six caregivers (20%) said they never follow this
behavior and six said they only sometimes follow this behavior (Table 7). Mendoza et al.
found that among children 2-5 years of age computer use > 0 hours/day was associated
with higher skinfold thickness (58). As previously mentioned these responses are
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demonstrating that caregivers are aware of what behaviors would be healthy and
beneficial to their lifestyle and overall health yet they are not applying them to their own
lives and families.
Watch less TV and videos
Similar to the previous behavior, the common theme for watch less TV and videos
ZDV³LQDFWLYLW\OD]LQHVV´, meaning that the act of watching TV and videos promotes
inactivity and laziness. Similar to WKHSUHYLRXVUHVXOWVFDUHJLYHU¶V  IHOWWKLV
behavior would help keep a child from becoming overweight (Table 5)\HWFDUHJLYHU¶V
(10%) said they never follow this behavior and 17 (56.7%) said they sometimes follow it
(Table 7). Caregiver respoQVHVLQFOXGHG³WKH79VWD\VRQDOOGD\EXWZHGRQ¶WZDWFKDORW
RILW´³ZHZDWFKDORWRI79´³GRQ¶WZDWFK79XQOHVVVKH¶VHDWLQ´³P\VRQZDWFKHVD
ORWDIWHUVFKRROZKHQ,¶PQRWWKHUH´LW¶VZKDWZHGRDVDIDPLO\´and ³SXWYLGHRVLQIRU
the younger kidVZKLOH,¶PKRPHVFKRROLQJWKHROGHUNLGV´. In their same study, Mendoza
et al. found that watching > 2 hours/day of TV/videos was associated with being
overweight or at risk for overweight and with higher skinfold thicknesses (58). Again,
although a majority of caregivers feel following this behavior would be beneficial to their
children, most of them (66.7%) are not routinely following it.
Choose healthful foods when eating out
There were no common themes found among review groups for choose healthful
foods when eating out. The tKHPHVLGHQWLILHGLQFOXGHG³PHQXLQIOXHQFH´ ZKDWWKHPHQX
has to offer at each restaurant) and ³VHOHFWLQJIUXLWVDQGYHJHWDEOHV´. Ninty percent of
FDUHJLYHU¶VZHUHIDPLOLDUZLWKWKLVEHKDYLRU(Table 3) and 93.3% felt this behavior would
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help keep a child from becoming overweight (Table 5). However, many responses
LQGLFDWHGWKDWFDUHJLYHU¶VDUHQRWIROORZLQJWKLVEHKDYLRUVXFKDV³ZKHQZHHDWRXWLW¶V
TXLFNDQGIDVW´³XVXDOO\ZHJRRXWIRUFKLFNHQQXJJHWVDQGIULHV´³ZHJRWR$SSOHEHH¶V
DQGKDYHKDPEXUJHUVDQGIULHV´³,ZRUNDW7DFR%HOO´³WKHUHDUHQ¶WDORWRISODFHVZLWK
KHDOWK\FKRLFHV´³ZRUNDWDSL]]DSODFHLW¶VKDUGWRVWD\DZD\´DQG³XVXDOO\LQDKXUU\
VRGRQ¶WWKLQNDERXWLW´One caregiver indicated that this was a behavior that they never
IROORZHGVWDWLQJ³HDWLQJLVIRUIXQ,GRLWZKHQHYHU,ZDQW´6L[FDUHJLYHUs indicated this
LVDEHKDYLRUWKH\DOZD\VIROORZ6RPHUHVSRQVHVLQFOXGHG³HDWKHDOWK\IRRGWRSUHYHQW
KHDUWGLVHDVH´³HDWKHDOWKLHUWREHDQH[DPSOH for kids´DQG³,¶YHWDONHGZLWKD
QXWULWLRQLVW´ Since caregivers in this study were participating in programs such as WIC
which provides education and nutrition counseling it is possible that some caregivers
responded to behavior questions based on what they remembered their nutrition
professional telling them.
Watch portion sizes
Common themes identified for watch portion sizes included ³NQRZDZDUHQHVVRI
W\SHRIIRRG´DQG³DYRLGODUJHSRUWLRQVSDUHQWDO FRQWURO´Both of these themes focus on
caregiver involvement with meals and snacks. It should be considered that there is a fine
line between caregivers determining how much their child has to eat (restrictive feeding
practices or a clean plate philosophy) and children self regulating their hunger and satiety
cues. A majority of caregivers (87%) were familiar with this behavior (Table 3) and 93%
felt it would help keep a child from becoming overweight (Table 5). Contrary to previous
results, 13 caregivers (43.3%) stated that they always follow this behavior (Table 7).
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5HVSRQVHVLQFOXGHG³IDWKHULVRYHUZHLJKWDQGHDWVODUJHSRUWLRQV,GRQ¶WZDQWWKDWIRUWKH
NLGV´³ZH¶YHEHHQin Head SWDUWIRU\HDUVDQGDOLWWOHELWRIHYHU\WKLQJLVJRRG´³ZH
XVHFKLOGVL]HSODWHVDQGWKH\FDQKDYHVHFRQGV´DQG³SRUWLRQ out everything, it should
be balanFHG´7KHUHZHUHIRXUFDUHJLYHUs that stated they never follow this behavior.
5HVSRQVHVLQFOXGHG³JLYHDVPXFKDVWKH\FDQHDWDQGGRQ¶WIRUFH´DQG³HDWWLOOWKH\¶UH
IXOODQGGRQ¶WZRUU\DERXWSRUWLRQV´ It appears from these responses that those who are
not worried about portion sizes may be benefiting their children by allowing them to
determine when they are full and how much they want to eat. However, findings by
McConahy et al. indicate that food intake behaviors are important predictors of energy
intake among preschoolers (59). Their results showed that portion sizes were positively
related to both energy intake and body weight and that portion size was the major
predictor of variability in energy intake (59). If children have not had good examples of
healthy eating they may not self regulate well and overeat if they are given large portions.
Comparison of Mother/Child Obesity and Behaviors Followed
Caregivers were asked if they ³DOZD\V´³VRPHWLPHV´RU³QHYHU´followed each
behavior (Table 7). However, if a caregiver had responded that they were unfamiliar with
a behavior they would not have indicated how often they follow it, resulting in total
responses that do not add up to thirty. Surprisingly, few caregivers stated that they
³QHYHU´ follow behaviors. Spend less time with computers and video games had the
greatest number of responses with six caregivers (26.1%) stating they ³QHYHU´follow this
behavior. However, at least two caregivers indicated in interviews that they do not own
computers or video games therefore, it is easy for them to be avoided. Eat out less often,
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make wise snacking choices, and eat breakfast everyday all had zero responses,
LQGLFDWLQJWKDWDOOFDUHJLYHU¶VHLWKHU³DOZD\V´RU³VRPHWLPHV´IROORw these behaviors.
According to the US Census Bureau, moms are more likely than dads to eat breakfast and
dinner with their children, even in two parent households (60). In the present study, 29
out of 30 caregivers were female. Only one caregiver stated tKH\³QHYHU´eat together as
a family DQG]HURFDUHJLYHUVVDLGWKH\³QHYHU´eat breakfast every day. These responses
may reflect the female dominant population interviewed. One of the more commonly
discussed behaviors tell children to eat all of the meal before getting dessert also had
only RQHFDUHJLYHUUHVSRQVHWKDWWKH\³QHYHU´IROORZHGWKLVEHKDYLRU$FFRUGLQJWRIRFXV
groups held by the US Department of Agriculture low-income mothers did not believe
that their children would or could make responsible choices on their own about what and
how much to eat (61). In the present study a majority of caregivers (73.9%) stated that
WKH\³DOZD\V´IROORZWKLVEHKDYLRU$OZD\VIROORZLQJWKLVEHKDYLRUPD\LQGLFDWHWKDW
children are required to clean their plate before getting dessert or are pressured to eat
what caregiverVIHHOLV³HQRXJK´Either way, results show that children are not being
allowed to make their own decisions on how much they want to eat and when they are
full.
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Table 7. Behaviors always, sometimes, or never followed by cDUHJLYHU¶V.
Always
Sometimes
Never
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
Behavior
Decrease intake of sweetened
17 (60.7)
10 (35.7)
1 (3.6)
beveragesa
Watch portion sizesb
13 (50.0)
9 (34.6)
4 (15.4)
b
Eat out less often
12 (46.2)
14 (53.8)
0 (0.0)
Make wise snacking choicesc
15 (51.7)
14 (48.3)
0 (0.0)
Eat breakfast everydayc
28 (96.6)
1 (3.4)
0 (0.0)
Eat less foods with empty
8 (40.0)
11 (55.0)
1 (5.0)
d
calories
Eat more fruits, vegetables, and
21 (70.0)
8 (26.7)
1 (3.3)
whole grain foods
Allow children to eat all foods
10 (52.6)
8 (42.1)
1 (5.3)
e
brought into the home
Choose healthful foods when
8 (29.6)
18 (66.7)
1 (3.7)
eating outf
Tell children to eat all of the meal
17 (73.9)
5 (21.7)
1 (4.3)
before getting dessertg
Eat together as a familyc
25 (86.2)
3 (10.3)
1 (3.4)
Spend less time with computers
11 (47.8)
6 (26.1)
6 (26.1)
and video gamesg
Watch less TV and videos
10 (33.3)
17 (56.7)
3 (10.0)
a
Only 28 out of 30 responses were available
b
Only 26 out of 30 responses were available
c
Only 29 out of 30 responses were available
d
Only 20 out of 30 responses were available
e
Only 19 out of 30 responses were available
f
Only 27 out of 30 responses were available
g
Only 23 out of 30 responses were available

Caregivers that ³DOZD\V´ followed ten (76.9%) or more behaviors were compared
to those who followed nine or fewer behaviors to determine if there was a difference
EHWZHHQFDUHJLYHURUFKLOG%0,¶V (Table 8). There were five caregivers (18.5%) who
³DOZD\V´followed ten or more behaviors and 22 (81.5%) who followed nine or less.
Three caregivers were excluded from calculations because they were pregnant at the time
of data collection. When compared, caregiverVZKR³DOZD\V´IROORZHGWHQRUPRUH
behaviors had a lower average BMI (26.8, overweight) then the average BMI of those
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who followed nine or fewer behaviors (30.9, obesity). Both groups were above the
normal BMI range of 18.5 to 24.9. ,WLVGLIILFXOWWRFRPSDUH%0,¶VRIFKLOGUHQDVDJHDQG
sex characteristics also need to be considered. However, there was only a BMI difference
of 0.8 between the two groups. These comparisons may have indicated that caregivers
who are concerned about their own health and fitness pass on their beliefs and behaviors
by role modeling for their children.
Table 8. BMI comparison of caregiver's who always followed ten or more
behaviors to caregiver's who followed nine or less.
BMIa + SD
BMIa + SD
Always Followed Caregiver
Child
Not Always
Caregiver
Child
n (%)
Followed
n (%)
5 (18.5)
26.8 + 4.3 19 + 8.1
a
%0,¶VDUHFDOFXODWHGDYHUDJHV
b
Only 20 out of 22 %0,¶VZHUHDYDLODEOH

22 (81.5)

30.9b + 9.8

19.8 + 7.3
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Card-Sort Method
Throughout this study the card-sort method as a means of gathering information
on caregiver-child interactions and key behaviors proved useful to an extent. The cardsort was an engaging process which allowed caregivers to be both mentally and
physically involved in the interview. However, in situations where caregivers had young
children at home with no one else to watch them they seemed distracted and appeared not
to put much thought into their sorts, just wanting to get through the process. The card-sort
method was also time efficient as most interviews lasted less than one hour with a
substantial amount of data collected. Along with the card-sort it was also necessary to use
SURELQJTXHVWLRQVWRJDWKHULQIRUPDWLRQDVVRPHFDUHJLYHU¶VZRXOGJLYHRQO\³\HV´³QR´
or brief responses. Probing is a technique that must be learned and different interviewers
may probe in unique ways altering the type of information collected. Caregivers appeared
to be satisfied with the card-sort method for data collection.
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CONCLUSIONS
The first objective of this study was to determine with caregivers of low income
children the awareness, use, reason for using or not using, and belief in the connection
with childhood overweight and common health messages. At least seventy five percent of
caregivers were familiar with ten out of the thirteen behaviors. All 30 caregivers were
familiar with four behaviors which included make wise snacking choices; eat more fruits,
vegetables, and whole grain foods; eat together as a family; and watch less TV and
videos. This corresponded with two behaviorVWKDWZHUH³DOZD\V´IROORZHG by the most
FDUHJLYHU¶V, eat more fruits, vegetables, and whole grain foods (86.2%) and eat together
as a family (70%). These results may indicate that understanding and being familiar with
a behavior can lead to its implementation. In contrast, the other two familiar behaviors
make wise snacking choices and watch less TV and videos were in the bottom half of
behaviors that were always followed. Watch less TV and videos was actually the least
followed behavior (33.3%) behind choose healthful foods when eating out (29.6%).
These results may indicate that being familiar with a behavior is only half the battle and
how convenient the behavior is may also play a role.
A common behavior targeted for intervention with childhood overweight and
obesity is eat less foods with empty calories. This study found that only 66% of
caregiverVZHUHIDPLOLDUZLWKWKLVEHKDYLRUDQGRQO\³DOZD\V´IROORZHGLWIt is not
surprising then that many incorrect interpretations were given. It is apparent that there is
confusion and misunderstanding concerning this behavior and it is necessary to educate
FDUHJLYHU¶VRQLWVPHDQLQJVRLWFDQEHIROORZHGDQGLPSOHPHQWHGVXFFHVVIXOO\
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Over half RIFDUHJLYHU¶V ! IHOW that 12 out of the 13 behaviors, if followed
would help keep a child from becoming overweight. Again, behaviors most familiar to
caregiver¶s, make wise snacking choices and eat more fruits, vegetables, and whole grain
foods were also viewed as mostly likely to keep a child from becoming overweight.
Although, eat together as a family was familiaUWRRIFDUHJLYHU¶VDQG³DOZD\V´
followed by 86.2%, 43.3% were unsure or did not think following this behavior would
help keep a child from becoming overweight. These findings may indicate that some key
behaviors are being followed due to family tradition or ways of life and not specifically
because they are viewed as positive behaviors for preventing overweight. Again, ways to
educate caregivers as to why a behavior is key to obesity prevention and how it can be
implemented need to be explored further. The behavior causing the most confusion was
allow children to eat all foods brought into the home. This behavior was also the most
unfamiliar to careJLYHU¶VDQG stated that this behavior would not keep a child from
becoming overweight. However, sinFHRIFDUHJLYHU¶VZHUHXQIDPLOLDUZLWKWKLV
EHKDYLRULWLVSRVVLEOHWKH\GLGQ¶WXQGHUVWDQGKRZWRUHODWHWKHTXHVWLRQWRWKHEHKDYLRU
³&OHDQ\RXUSODWH´ZDVDFRPPRQ theme identified with tell children to eat all the
meal before getting dessert´Since it has been shown that requiring children to clean
their plate can lead to an inability to recognize hunger cues and therefore overeat, it is
LQWHUHVWLQJWKDWRIFDUHJLYHU¶VWKRXJKWLWZRXOG keep a child from becoming fat. It
must also be noted that ZLWKORZLQFRPHIDPLOLHVUHTXLULQJFKLOGUHQWR³FOHDQWKHLUSODWH´
may also be done out of necessity. Caregivers may feel that they are wasting valuable
food that may not always be available if it is not all consumed. There were also many
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misconceptions regarding eat less foods with empty calories and decrease intake of
sweetened beverages suggesting that lack of education and knowledge may be
contributing to obesity conducive behaviors. These results may indicate that even though
caregivers can state what behaviors should be followed or implemented they do not know
or understand how to apply them6LQFHPDQ\RIWKHVHFDUHJLYHU¶VKDYHUHFHLYHGQXWULWLRQ
counseling as part of federally funded programs it is possible they responded to questions
based on what they have been told and not by what they actually do.
The second objective was to determine if there is a connection between the use of
these messages and self-reported weights for caregivers and their children. When
compared, caregiverVZKR³DOZD\V´IROORwed ten or more behaviors had a lower average
BMI (26.8, overweight) then the average BMI of those who followed nine or fewer
behaviors (30.9, obesity). However, both groups were above the normal BMI range.
These comparisons may show that caregivers who are concerned about their own health
and fitness pass on their beliefs and behaviors by role modeling for their children.
The third objective was to pilot test the card-sort procedure interview method with
primary caregivers, to determine its usefulness in assessing caregiver-child interactions of
children at risk for overweight or obesity aged 4-10 years old. Throughout this study the
card-sort method proved to be useful, with some limitations including probing questions
being required to obtain complete anVZHUVWRTXHVWLRQVDQGFDUHJLYHU¶VEHLQJHDVLO\
distracted and rushing to sort through the cards.
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Limitations
Limitations of this study include that the card-sort method does not allow for in
depth assessment of quantity such as food consumed and frequency of activities. Probing
techniques which can vary from each interviewer (2 interviewers were used) needed to be
utilized to further understand caregiver responses to the card-sort. Heights and weights
IRU%0,FDOFXODWLRQVRIFDUHJLYHU¶VDQGFKLOGUHQZHUH self reported by the caregiver and
PD\EHLQDFFXUDWHDVFDUHJLYHU¶VKDGGLIILFXOW\UHPHPEHULQJLQIRUPDWLRQRQWKHLU
children and may under report information on themselves. 6RPHFDUHJLYHU¶VFRXOGQRW
UHPHPEHUKHLJKWVDQGZHLJKWVVR%0,¶VZHUHQRWDEOHWRbe calculated. There is a
possibility that not all questions were understood by caregivers due to culture and/or
educational level. There were only 30 caregivers interviewed, which indicates these
subjects may not be typical of other low income caregivers and their children. Since the
results were based on interviews, it is difficult to determine if caregivers reported the
actual answers or if they gave responses that they thought the interviewer expected them
to answer, wanted to hear, or they had heard from other nutrition professionals working
for federally funded programs.
Applications
Childhood obesity is a multifaceted issue that has been widely targeted as a
starting point for obesity prevention and interventions. Researching how family
influence, the home environment, caregiver-child interactions, and interpretations of
behavior meanings/understanding impact child weight and eating behaviors may be key
to addressing and understanding the core causes of obesity. Preventative measures need
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to be developed and implemented early on to decrease the risk of children becoming
overweight. For interventions to be successful, caregivers need to have correct
understanding and knowledge of what behaviors to follow and how they can be
implemented. &DUHJLYHU¶VQeed a strong support system from the community and buy in
IURPWKHPVHOYHVDQGWKHLUFKLOGUHQIRULQWHUYHQWLRQVWREHVXFFHVVIXO.H\EHKDYLRU¶V
associated with childhood overweight and obesity should be addressed as early on as
pregnancy and possibly incorporated into birth preparation classes at hospitals and
clinics. It also needs to be addressed in daycares, preschools, grade schools, hospitals,
FOLQLFVSHGLDWULFLDQ¶VRIILFHVHWFWRPDNHVXUHERWKFKLOGUHQDQGFDUHJLYHU¶VDUH
understanding behaviors associated with overweight and lifestyle modifications they can
make to ensure success. Caregivers can have a positive influence on the diets of young
children and need to understand their role and parental feeding practices. Children also
need to learn how to self regulate hunger and eating patterns and engage themselves in
physical activity. Further research in this area is needed to increase understanding of
caregiver knowledge and beliefs DERXWFHUWDLQREHVLW\DVVRFLDWHGEHKDYLRU¶Vso healthcare
professionals can develop effective strategies and programs to prevent the onset of
childhood obesity.
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Card-Sort Behavior Cards
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APPENDIX D
Card Sort Recording Sheet #1
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Interviewer Initials _____________________

State _______________

Date of Interview _____________________

Family Number ______

Card Sort Recording Sheet #1
Interviewer instructions: write down significant words or phrases
Behavior
Decrease intake of
sweetened beverages
Watch portion sizes
Eat out less often
Make wise snacking choices
Eat breakfast everyday
Eat less empty calorie foods
Eat more fruits, vegetables
and whole grain foods
Allow children to eat all
foods brought into the home
Choose healthful foods when
eating out
Tell children to finish the
meal before getting dessert
Eat together as a family
Spend less time with
computers and video games
Watch less TV and videos

Sort One
Familiar Unfamiliar

Always

Sort Two
Sometimes

Never

Easy

Sort Three
Hard
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Card Sort Recording Sheet #2
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APPENDIX F
Card Sort Recording Sheet #3
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Body Figure Perceptions
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Card Sort Demographic Information
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